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ABSTRACT

The application Travelling Sales Problem has been made, one of them is to use java. On this project using java application, the purpose of this application is made in order to facilitate the user in finding the lowest price possible and the purpose of using the city bus.

The application program this project was undertaken with the provisions, that is looking for the minimal value and the city of the cost the most that was taken, if the city tariff that has been determined bigger than the cost that input then this program will stop in the city that beforehand.

In making this application is used because the data structure using the matrix become easier to find value in the price of using the graph data structure

Algorithm used in creating this application using the DFS algorithm, the DFS apply principles of Last in First Out, DFS has more than that in the ease of reading from left to right. So the conclusion that was taken by us could use many structure data and the algorithm, to application this in fact not all that efficien if using the DFS algorithm, the algorithm that be suitable applications this was the algorithm as knapsack and the data structure as graph.
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